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Description: CUL is replacing NetTracker, a commercial web analytics package, with 
an in-house system for producing reports on the use of resources that reside on CUL-
controlled servers. This survey was conducted at the request of Adam Chandler as leader 
of the team developing the in-house product. The primary goals of the survey were to 
solicit feedback from former NetTracker users to enable the in-house replacement to carry 
over as many of its desirable features as possible, to eliminate as many of its weaknesses 
and limitations as possible, and to add missing functionality. Survey subjects were chosen 
from a group of the heaviest former NetTracker users, as determined by web log analysis. 
A majority of subjects described NetTracker as a less than optimum solution to their need 
for web analytics, finding it to be either overkill, or not up to the level of sophistication 
they needed. A desire was voiced for a replacement product that provides basic hit count 
data for arbitrary time intervals, is fast, reliable, deployable on any CUL web site, and 
usable without IT staff intervention. 
 
 
Research and Assessment Unit (RAU) projects are undertaken to assess existing library programs and 
services, to investigate user needs and future directions, and to assist Library decision-makers in 
developing superior information services for the Cornell community. RAU strives for neutrality in the 
collection and analysis of data and in reporting its findings. Inherent in all research projects are 
contingencies and circumstances that call for caution when interpreting the data. Specific information about 
the known limitations of the study is included in the project report. RAU staff are happy to discuss 
interpretation of data in the reports they produce. 
 
Research and Assessment Unit Report 




Web analytics, and especially web log analysis, is a widely used means to determine 
the behavior of web site users. At its simplest, web log analysis can be used as a 
source of visitor counts for a particular page. Standard web logs also typically 
contain information such as the date and time of the visit and the IP address of the 
visitor, which can often be correlated with the name of an institution, or a country of 
origin. 
 
Web servers can be configured to record additional information in the log files, such 
as the transaction status code, the size of the object accessed, and the address of 
the referring site. Highly specific information about the characteristics of the user's 
software and hardware environment, which can be useful for gauging a population's 
readiness for certain web site features, is available during the web communication 
process, but inserting such information in the log files may require the use of custom 
javascript code into the pages being monitored. 
 
Cornell University Library (CUL) is in the process of moving from a commercial web 
analytics package to an internally written one. Research and Assessment Unit (RAU) 
was asked to conduct a survey of users of the previously used commercial product in 
order to capture past experiences and perceptions, maintain features and functions 




For a period of time, CUL utilized a web log analysis package called NetTracker to 
facilitate analysis and reporting of the usage of a subset of the library's own web 
sites. The primary use of the data produced by NetTracker has been to provide 
content for the CUL annual statistics report and other internal reporting. It had also 
been hoped that NetTracker could be used to support data generation for the annual 
ARL (Association of Research Libraries) survey, but it failed to meet that need for at 
least two reasons. First, ARL's request is for statistics on all CUL sites whereas 
CUL's license limited tracking to a maximum of 25 sites at a time. The ceiling on 
simultaneously monitored sites was hit at least a couple years ago. Second, ARL 
prefers to have internal library use filtered, which could not be done easily using 
NetTracker.  
 
NetTracker can be licensed for use with more than 25 sites, but a request to upgrade 
the software to a version allowing tracking of 50 simultaneous sites fell victim to bad 
timing. The software's producer was changing its licensing at the time to an Oracle-
based product. The options offered were to stick with the old product (which had 
already been identified as having some significant technical limitations) for $6000, or 
change to the Oracle based product for $20-30,000. Neither of these was seen as 
viable, and neither option was pursued. Thus, the cost associated with the need to 
track more sites played a significant role in the decision to seek an alternative 
solution. 
 
2 It's important to note that in most cases, those responsible for the content of the sites 
being monitored by NetTracker did not request that a profile be set up for them. 
Instead, these profiles were set up primarily for administrative use. Consequently, 
many of the profiles weren't monitored by the staff members responsible for the web 
resource being tracked, leaving the data vulnerable to underutilization and 
misinterpretation. 
 
NetTracker cannot produce reports directly from raw web log files. Initial processing 
of the logs has to be done first, a process requiring special knowledge and access. 
On a monthly basis, the raw log files for each site with a NetTracker profile would be 
copied from the server where the resource in question resided, combined into a large 
zip archive, and ftp'd to the server where the NetTracker software was installed. 
From there, the individual log files would be extracted and manually run through 
NetTracker processing to produce a database that could be queried for reports 
through the NetTracker end-user interface. 
 
Although NetTracker is supposed to allow all the logs to be processed in sequence 
through the issuance of a single command, that feature didn't work properly. 
Therefore, the logs had to be processed one at a time, requiring the manual 
issuance of a command for each of the logs. Because there was no way to queue 
the commands, and the amount of time it takes NetTracker to complete the 
processing of a log file can vary from a few minutes to many hours, log processing 
had to be continually monitored. With so many log files to process, this was an 
extremely burdensome task. 
 
Since July 1, 2006, the raw web logs have not been processed using NetTracker. 
However, the logs for the 24 sites originally set up in NetTracker are still being 
gathered. The current plan is to introduce an internally designed replacement 
product and use it to process the backlog of files as well as subsequently generated 
log files. The process of developing that software needs to be informed, to whatever 
degree is possible, by the experiences of those who used NetTracker, in order to 
understand what features of it they valued, and what functionality they would like to 




A decision was made to gather usage and usability feedback from a fairly small 
group of previous NetTracker users. Rather than survey all known users, only a 
group of former heavy users of NetTracker who were still employed at CUL were 
surveyed. In order to identify the heaviest users, raw web logs for the web server on 
which the NetTracker profiles themselves resided covering a roughly two year period 
from November 2004 - November 2006 were obtained. These were then analyzed 
(using Unix shell scripts) and broken down to reflect the usage of the 24 profiles, 
listed below: 
 
Blackboard Referrals (blackboard) 
Making of America (cdl-report) 
CHLA (chla) 
3 Library Web Pages (copia) 
Library Web Server Overflow (copia-june) 
Copyright Info Center (copyright-report) 
Ctheory MM (ctheory) 
DCAPS (dcaps) 
DSpace (dspace) 
EAD - RMC (ead) 
Engineering Library (englib-report) 
Hearth (hearth) 
Historical Math Books Searches (hist-math) 
Historical Monographs Searches (hist-mono) 
Windows on the Past (historical) 
Images (images) 
K-MODDL (kmoddl) 
Lib Preservation (libpres) 
Overall Report (overall) 
Race and Religion (racereligion) 
RMC - All (rmc) 
Reports Testing (test) 
Library 23 (tracker) 
Wason East-Asia Collection (wason-report) 
 
In order to insure that the interviews represented a diverse range of users and 
usage, a group of approximately twenty of the heaviest users was selectively whittled 
down to thirteen by eliminating moderate-level users who duplicated either 
administrative units or NetTracker profiles. The final group included representatives 
from Library Administration, CRIO, DLIT, PSA, and three unit libraries. 
 
Each subject was sent an email message containing background information and 
three open-ended questions (see text in Appendix A). Subjects were given the option 
of responding by email or to schedule a time to speak on the phone. All chose the 
former except one. Thus, all the subject responses are in their own words except for 
those of Subject G, whose responses are a paraphrase of telephone interview notes. 
 
Substantive responses were received from 9/13 (69%) of subjects. Not all subjects 
answered all questions. One subject turned out to be on extended leave and another 
was serving on jury duty. Because the survey was shared by some subjects with 
staff members outside the selected group, one unsolicited response was received. 
This response was included in the report, for a total of 10. Follow up messages were 
sent to several subjects in order to clarify and/or seek additional information. 
 
Due to the small sample size, analysis of the survey results was carried out 




Note: each bulleted quote under a particular theme represents a response from a 
different subject. 
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1. Which NetTracker reports did you use most frequently and for what specific 
purpose did you use of each of these reports? 
 
Few subjects were able to provide the formal name of the NetTracker reports they 




a) hit counts, especially identifying high traffic pages 
 
•  "pages being viewed most" 
•  "to see which sites were being viewed the most" 
•  "to see where future resources should be focused" 
•  "how many people were using the sites" 
•  "finding what resources were used the most" 
•  "number of hits from particular pages" 
•  "which pages get the most hits" 
•  "to get a sense of site traffic and trends" 
 
b) time series or longitudinal analysis of hit counts 
 
•  "comparisons from month to month" 
•  "change in hits over a period of time" 
• "repeat  visitors" 
 
c) referral information 
 
•  "how they were referred to the pages" 
•  "referrals by domain" 
 
d) duration information 
 
• "visitor  duration" 




•  "to see where they [sic] were bad links" 
•  "time analysis (e.g. time of day, day of week)" 
 
Within the NetTracker prepackaged report nomenclature (as opposed to custom 
reports), most of the cited uses would fall under the "visitor analysis," including 
repeat visitor, visitor duration, and visit duration. 
 
"Most Requested Pages" is within the Content Dashboard or the Page report within 
Content Analysis. Time and date information falls within the Traffic Analysis reports. 
5 Errors, including especially bad links, are included in the Technical Dashboard, as 
well as the Error report under Technical Analysis. 
 
The Marketing Analysis report can be configured to provide referrer information, but 
most of the profiles were only set up to track visits by search engine spiders, not 
referrers. 
 
2. What did you like best about the NetTracker reports you used? Consider 
factors such as ease of use or access, data layout and presentation, file format 
and printing options, ability to further process the data using other software, 
nature of the data items reported, customization options, depth of reporting, 




a) Data portability 
 
•  "Portability into Excel" 
•  "being able to export the data to excel or word" 
•  "Ability to export and manipulate in Excel" 
•  "Downloading worked fine. I generally just wanted to just dump the data into 
Excel." 
 
b) Ease of use 
 
•  "Ease of use" 
• "easy  access" 
•  "Very easy to use and intuitive" 
•  "Seems relatively easy to use" 
 
c) Data presentation 
 
• "Graphs" 
• "Data  presentation" 
•  "Impressed with the presentation of information." 
 
One subject was impressed with NetTracker's filtering and other customization 
options, but was in a minority. See comments in section 3.b., below. 
 
3. What did you see as the most significant weaknesses and limitations of the 
NetTracker system (beyond the obvious fact that it is no longer being 





a) Reliability and response time 
 
6 •  "Slowness to process reports. Constant crashing" 
•  "It could only store a certain amount of data before it bombed" ... "It took a long 
time to analyze large reports" 
•  "It seemed like I had to try several times before I got the report that I wanted." 
•  "I found it quite slow at times" 
 
b) Ease of use (especially customization) 
 
•  "Lack of customizability" 
•  "It would have been good to have a way to filter out the in-house use of our 
pages" 
•  "I found it hard to use. It was hard to figure out how to filter down the data" 
•  "I was always trying to generate custom reports in NetTracker, but it wasn't easy." 
•  "Overly complicated for the data we could actually get from it. I would like to have 
known [more details about use and usage] but this data was not reliably 
available. " 
 
c) Administrative support 
 
•  "Lack of support from CUL. We were told we could [only] have very basic 
reports." 
•  "The administration of it was difficult ... I couldn't just start getting reports on every 
site I set up ... I had to request it" 
•  "I didn't like the fact that getting useful information was so heavily dependent on 
human intervention." 
 
d) Data presentation 
 
•  "I found the presentation of data overwhelming." "Way more data than we could 
use." 
•  "The reports contained far more detail than I could use." 
 
Please feel free to add any other comments you may have about NetTracker, or 




a) Desirable features 
 
•  The most important feature for us would be to compile a list of our pages that are 
viewed most often and to be able to adjust the time frame. Information about 
individual files would also be helpful. For example, we would like to know how 
many visitors viewed a specific html file in April, 2007. 
•  I would greatly prefer ... to use a CUL based service ... that is available for every 
site that is set up on Copia and one that I would be able to use with my 
CommonSpot sites as well.  I'd like to be able to get reports from it whenever they 
are requested.  For communications, people often want to see right away whether 
7 a promotion coincided with an increase in traffic ... . I also like to be able to block 
IP addresses from the stats and to be able to filter by IP. The first, so that I am 
not counted in the stats and the second so that I can compare on-campus vs. off-
campus usage.  Good referral data is important to us as well. 
•  "... we just want a place where a publisher could go and get quick answers to 
very basic questions: how many of our articles were downloaded, where were 
users coming from, how did they find us (refer), etc." 
•  "would like to have the ability to export graphics (pie charts, etc.) to other 
programs 
 
b) Alternative products 
 
•  "In the absence of NetTracker, I've started using Google Analytics to track my 
sites.  I'm very happy with it."  "... over at Mann Library they are using an 
application called Mint which is php/mysql based." 
•  "When the Library Gateway lived on the server at Mann Library I used Webalizer 
[http://www.library.cornell.edu/stats/webalizer/] which I actually preferred to 
NetTracker." 
•  "There came a point when we needed to upgrade our licenses, and we decided 
we didn't like [NetTracker] enough to continue paying. We've switched to a open 




Despite the small size of the population surveyed, some clear, common threads 
about NetTracker, and about the needs of those monitoring CULs web resources, 
emerged. Most obvious is that neither the IT staff responsible for maintaining 
NetTracker, nor the end users, liked the product very much. A small minority of users 
found it intuitive and easy to use, but the overwhelming reaction to it was negative. 
About the most positive thing most people had to say was that they appreciated the 
ability to take data from it and manipulate it in some other software package--most 
commonly Microsoft Excel. Further evidence of discontent comes from the fact that, 
in the absence of up-to-date NetTracker data, former users have tried a variety of 
alternative products, all of which were judged to be superior. 
 
Many of the most serious complaints about NetTracker have nothing to do with its 
specific functionality, but are more about desirable characteristics of any kind of 
software. Subjects expressed frustration about NetTracker's tendency to crash, its 
poor response time, and the fact that they had to rely on other staff to pre-process 
data before they could extract any meaning from it. What they are asking for is a 
software solution that is reliable, responsive, and that they can use independently, 
whenever and wherever (i.e., on any CUL site) they need to. 
 
Most subjects in the survey have relatively modest needs and expectations for a web 
analytic product. They want to be able to get reliable hit count data for web pages 
located on one or more CUL sites, to be able to detect upward or downward trends in 
hit counts, and perhaps to know how users found their way to the CUL site 
(referrals). 
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A smaller number of users are interested in more in-depth or customized analytics. 
These people were, for the most part, extremely frustrated in their efforts to coax 
such data out of NetTracker. Out of the study population, the most frequently needed 
customization options were filtering (especially to filter out particular on-campus or 
departmental use), the ability to select arbitrary time intervals for analysis, and more 
granular breakdown of visitor information (who are they, where did they come from, 
etc.) 
 
Overall, to the large majority of users who only need basic hit count data, NetTracker 
was seen as needlessly complex. Those users would be satisfied with a tiny fraction 
of the functionality, as long as it was straightforward to use. The minority wants 
substantial customization options, but they found NetTracker incapable of delivering 
what they needed. In this regard, NetTracker satisfied neither end of the user 
sophistication spectrum. 
 
Given this state of affairs, one option to consider would be to create a package that 
offers both a beginner's interface with minimal options and clutter, to satisfy the 
needs of users who only want basic hit count data, and a separate advanced 




When this study was requested, there was little sense among the NetTracker 
administrators of who the regular users had been or whether more than a handful of 
them had been seriously affected by the fact that it was no longer being updated. 
The survey has confirmed that although there were in fact a reasonable number of 
regular users, the loss of NetTracker itself has not been widely mourned. But it has 
also shown that there is considerable interest in having a competent and flexible web 
analytic product available. 
 
Subjects were clear in their priorities for a NetTracker replacement—most want basic 
hit or visit count data from an easy to use interface that can be applied to any page 
or site, and which is available without intervention of IT personnel. They also want 
fast and reliable response. Customization needs are more variable, and may be 
more difficult to satisfy. Further discussion with users who requested more 
customization may be useful 
 
At least one other issue may merit follow up with survey participants. Four different 
alternative web analytic products were mentioned by subjects: 
 
• awstats  [http://awstats.sourceforge.net/] 
• Mint  [http://www.haveamint.com/] 
•  Google Analytics [http://www.google.com/analytics/] 
• Webalizer  [http://www.mrunix.net/webalizer/] 
 
Of those that were used by subjects themselves, all were seen as superior to 
NetTracker. Further discussions with these subjects about the features and 
9 functionality of those products might provide valuable suggestions for the 
development of CUL's in-house product. 
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Appendix A. Survey message and instrument 
 
I'm contacting you as part of an effort to improve CUL's ability to track the usage of 
and generate reports about usage of web resources stored on Cornell servers. As 
you may know, the previous system for doing this, NetTracker, has been largely 
moribund for about a year, with no new data being added. Efforts are underway now 
to develop a home-grown system to replace NetTracker. 
 
The Research and Assessment Unit has been asked to analyze the internal use of 
NetTracker and perform a brief informal survey of the heaviest past users of the 
system. Based on a review of NetTracker's logs of its own use, you appear to have 
been a regular user of the following NetTracker profiles: 
 
[fill in appropriate profiles here] 
 
The decision to discontinue support for NetTracker was made for a number of 
reasons, including several that have nothing to do with its usage tracking or reporting 
ability. We would like the new system to carry over as many of NetTracker's 
desirable features as possible, to eliminate as many of its weaknesses and 
limitations as possible, and to add missing functionality. 
 
Please try to think broadly about your experience with NetTracker, and about the 
kind of data tracking and reporting functionality you'd like to have available about 
usage of CUL's internal web resources (i.e., those stored on servers that we control). 
 
If you haven't used NetTracker in a while, you can refresh your memory about it by 
visiting http://tracker.library.cornell.edu/NetTracker/admin/index.html. (Keep in mind 
that the NetTracker service isn't kerberized, so it can only be accessed from a 
computer with a valid Cornell IP address.) 
 
Below are three basic issues we'd like you to address. The questions are all open-
ended. If you'd prefer to answer them via telephone, please let me know a time, 
preferably on Thursday (any time) or Friday (in the morning) when I can call you. 
Either way, you needn't spend more than 10-15 minutes on this. 
 
 
1. Which NetTracker reports did you use most frequently and for what specific 







2. What did you like best about the NetTracker reports you used? Consider factors 
such as ease of use or access, data layout and presentation, file format and printing 
11 options, ability to further process the data using other software, nature of the data 








3. What did you see as the most significant weaknesses and limitations of the 
NetTracker system (beyond the obvious fact that it is no longer being populated with 








Thanks very much for your help. Please feel free to add any other comments you 
may have about NetTracker, or the tracking of web resource usage in general. 
12 Appendix B. Consolidated survey comments
 
Note: Names of survey subjects and other identifying information has been replaced 
by generic references. 
 
1. Which NetTracker reports did you use most frequently and for what specific 
purpose did you use of each of these reports? 
 





[Subject B] to see which sites were being viewed the most 
 
To see where they were bad links (although I couldn't figure out how to do this and 
am so busy with other projects it never got done). There are probably so many errors 
I wouldn't know how to begin to fix them. 
 
 
[Subject C] I used "Library Web Pages" to get statistics for the annual statistics 
report.  I was sometimes asked to get data from multiple resources for comparison 
reasons - for [Name C], [Name D] and [Name E].  I believe they were interested in 
the figures to see where future resources should be focused.  I was also the person 
who ran the reports monthly once [Name F] had centralized the log files, so that's 
one reason records show my higher use. 
 
 
[Subject D] I was primarily looking at how many people were using the sites, what 
pages they were looking at and how they were referred to the pages.  These items 
were used to help evaluate whether the sites were being used and how. 
 
 
[Subject E] I used NetTracker quite a bit.  Not just for the profiles listed.  My biggest 
efforts were directed in finding what resources were the most used. 
 
 
[Subject F] Statistics related to the main Library Gateway and the Olin and Uris web 
sites are the 2 main areas I monitored.  I have no memory of looking at the 
Race and Religion site but I may have done this on the behalf of others in 
the past.  I don't have any need for those stats at this time. 
 
the only information I used were page hits and comparisons from month to month. 
 
For the Olin and Uris site I was a secondary person looking at this site. 
[Name B] really was the main stat person and I assume you have feedback 
from him because he really worked more with NetTracker much more than I did. 
 
13 Just visitor analysis - and particularly page views and to a lesser extent I looked at 
visitor duration.  I was often asked to provide number of hits from particular pages or 
the change in hits over a period of time. 
 
 
[Subject G] visitor analysis, primarily, especially duration, repeat visitors, retention of 
users on the site, referrals by domain 
 
also, which pages get the most hits 
 
also the "marketing" dashboard (which also included referral information 
 
didn't use time analysis (e.g. time or day, day of week vs. usage) very much, but 
that's useful info 
 
 
2. What did you like best about the NetTracker reports you used? Consider factors 
such as ease of use or access, data layout and presentation, file format and printing 
options, ability to further process the data using other software, nature of the data 
items reported, customization options, depth of reporting, response time, etc. 
 
[Subject A] Graphs.  Portability into Excel 
 
 
[Subject B] ease of use and data presentation. I didn't use Nettracker that much - but 
easy of use is of prime importance. 
 
 
[Subject C] That there was easy access, and that a dashboard report existed with a 
nice selection of measures.  It also had an "Overall report" where you could compare 
various measures for all resources covered.  You could also slice and dice by 
timeframe - and apparently filter.  It allowed for customization.  If you found out more 
types of file hits should be removed from counts you could do it.  You could also ask 
to have more spiders/robots withheld, but it seemed to do a very good job of 
removing them.  You can cutomize [sic] by report, so if you find out something odd 
about a resource, you might be able to do something to account for that.  I (and we) 
certainly didn't use all of its capabilities.  I didn't get much into analyzing specific 
entries as one should because of a lack of time.  It was nice that when you did go 
into look, you could link out to a page (for example) being referenced.  It was a 
standard resource that might be viewed as providing more authoratative [sic] 
figures??  Their help people were pretty good about answering questions about 
specific measures, pretty quickly.  There was also some online help, but not much?  
They had a manual that also didn't give too many details. 
 
 
[Subject J] I have not used NetTracker for a long time so I am sorry that I cannot give 
you any specific information.  The reporting system met my basic data needs, which 
were to get a sense of site traffic and trends. 
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[Subject D] I like being able to export the data to excel or word. 
 
 
[Subject F] I was not a fan of NetTracker so don't have much on the pro side. 
 
 
[Subject G] Overall liked it a lot. Very easy to use and intuitive. 
 
Ability to export and manipulate in Excel was valued functionality. 
 
 
3. What did you see as the most significant weaknesses and limitations of the 
NetTracker system (beyond the obvious fact that it is no longer being populated with 
new data)? Again, consider a variety of quality, efficiency, and convenience factors. 
 
[Subject A] Slowness to process reports.  Constant crashing.  Lack of support from 
CUL. 
Lack of customizability (we were told we could have very basic reports but 
anything very sophisticated would result in even slower report generation, 
and thus we weren't encouraged to do that.) 
 
 
[Subject B] It requires a password sometimes to use when I'm exploring options. 
It would be good to have a way to filter out the in-house use of our pages - since 
pages may be popular with staff, but we want to know what is popular with the public 
as well. There may be a way to do that, I haven't explored the option. 
 
I would like a way to find and globally correct errors. 
 
 
[Subject C] Didn't seem that it was set up to handle large resources well.  It could 
only store a certain amount of data before it bombed - you had to keep a close eye 
on the size of the files.  This was a problem particularly for us as we hadn't really 
defined what we wanted out of NetTracker.  It could store data in "archive mode" 
where all links were removed, but there too size of files seemed to be a problem.  It 
took a long time to analyze large reports.  If your computer died for any reason 
during the analysis, it would hang the system and [Name F] would have to spend a 
lot of time getting it back into working order.  It also failed in larger resources for 
looking for results for specific pages; you could sort by the measures in a given 
report, but it was hard in longer files to get to the records in the middle.  And you 
couldn't download a large number of records to do a search - I don't remember the 
details.  It had limitations on how detailed you could get the info on where your users 
were from - I don't know the details - [Name G] and [Name F] would.  Not sure also if 
anything could have been done to guard individual's privacy?   It's pricing was based 
on number of reports, and the price was going up.  A weekness at Cornell for any 
service is that our web pages are not set up as they would likely be in a smaller 




[Subject H] [Project A] purchased a number of "seats" to NetTracker several years 
ago. We used it to provide publishers with stats on the use of their publications in 
[Project A]. 
 
There came a point when we needed to upgrade our licenses, and we decided we 
didn't like it enough to continue paying. We've switched to a open source product, 
awstats (sourceForge), and are quite happy with that.  
 
I was not a NetTracker power user by any means, but I found the presentation of 
data overwhelming, and I felt our publishers did too. My sense was that very few of 
them were willing to spend the time to figure out what they were looking at. 
 
 
[Subject D] I found it hard to use.  Just generally it was difficult to use. I often wanted 
to get data on specific parts of a site and it was hard to figure out how to filter down 
the data.  The administration of it was difficult too in that I couldn't just start getting 
reports on every site I set up on Copia, I had to request it, etc. and even then it 
wasn't possible to set it up for each site. 
 
 
[Subject E] For [Project B], I received a lot of requests from users asking me how 
many hits or downloads their papers or videos received for a specific time period.  
So, I was always trying to generate custom reports in NetTracker to get this 
information, but it wasn't easy ;-) 
 
It seemed like I had to try several times before I got the report that I wanted.  A lot of 




[Subject F] I would like to have known how many [hits] were Cornell users, off-
campus vs. on-campus, and more detail about the paths people took to locate 
pages, but this data was not reliable available in either system [NetTracker or 
Webalizer].  Since I used so little of the other information available from NetTracker I 
found the speed and simplicity of Webalizer more useful. Webalizer stats were also 
immediately available as opposed to having to wait until the reports were generated 
at the end of the month for NetTracker. 
 
 I found it quite slow at times and overly complicated for the data we could actually 
get from it.  As far as I remember I think the downloading worked fine - I generally 
just wanted to just dump the data into Excel. 
 
 
[Subject G] The reports contained far more detail than she could use. 
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Didn't like the fact that getting useful information was so heavily dependent on 
human intervention. Only run once monthly and had to wait for [Name F] to run 
reports. Also, [Name F] could only run certain reports for each profile, due to time 
constraints. When [Dept. A] had its own NetTracker license, it used to run the full 
range of reports, and some of the data in them was very useful, such as the keyword 
search report for referrals from search engines like Google. 
 
Would have like to be able to export graphics (pie charts, etc) to other programs. 
 
 
Thanks very much for your help. Please feel free to add any other comments you 
may have about NetTracker, or the tracking of web resource usage in general. 
 
[Subject A] We are mostly interested in tracking the usage of our web site, [URL A], 
in terms of pages visited most often, paths taken, originating location, etc. 
 
The most important feature for us would be to compile a list of our pages that are 
viewed most often and to be able to adjust the time frame. Information about 
individual files would also be helpful. For example, we would like to know how many 
visitors viewed a specific html file in April, 2007. 
 
 
[Subject I] In following the link you provided, I am impressed with the presentation of 
information.  Seems relatively easy to use at least for gathering relatively basic kinds 
of information. 
 
[Subject C] The Digital Registry is step in the right direction for better analysis of 
reports.  The person most familiar with a resource needs to be involved in identifying 
unique aspects of resources to allow for better, more consistent reports to be 
generated.     It would be good to provide some introductory information as to the 
limitations of the data, and how it can best be used. 
 
 
[Subject D] In the absence of NetTracker, I've started using Google Analytics to track 
my sites.  I'm very happy with it.  Their most recent upgrade is quite nice.  I would 
greatly prefer however to use a CUL based service - one that is available for every 
site that is set up on Copia and one that I would be able to use with my 
CommonSpot sites as well.  I'd like to be able to get reports from it whenever they 
are requested.  For communications, people often want to see right away whether a 
promotion coincided with an increase in traffic (though of course we can't say for 
sure that it caused the increase).   I also like to be able to block IP addresses from 
the stats and to be able to filter by IP.  The first, so that I am not counted in the stats 
and the second so that I can compare on-campus vs. off-campus usage.  Good 
referral data is important to us as well. 
 
I've attached two PDFs that I generated from G[oogle] A[nalytics].  Basically, it's one 
of these services where you put some javascript on your page that refers back to the 
17 Google server, and then they can track the visits to your page.  The downside being 
that you are dependent on their server.  It also adds a little to the page load time.  
Plus, you can only track the pages that you can add that javascript to so you can't 
track downloads of word documents or mp3s, for instance. 
 
I don't know if anyone else is using it.  I do know that over at Mann Library they are 
using an application called Mint which is php/mysql based. 
 
 
[Subject F] I am not aware of anyone using webalizer anymore - and I'm not sure 
who else ever used it at all.  [Name A], who left the library last year, was my support 
person at the time and he set us up with this. 
 
We haven't had any stats since the death of NetTracker.  The [Committee A] that I 
chaired was the group that relied on stats. This group has essentially been on hiatus 
for the past year and a half as the Library Vision team comes up with a plan for the 
next Library Gateway.  So we have just been in maintenance mode - not 
development - and living without the stats has been OK for now. 
 
 




[Subject H] I don't know anyone else using awstats, but haven't asked around either. 
 
I guess there were two considerations in our making a switch. An important one was 
the cost. We were setting up NetTracker for each publisher, and for reasons I was 
never too clear about, we had to purchase a seat for each publisher. Since at that 
time we were getting to 20 or so publishers (and now have about 30), that seemed 
nutty. I can't say exactly how expensive it was, as I didn't deal with nettracker at that 
detail. But the idea alone didn't scale to my mind. 
 
At the same time, there was nothing too attractive about nettracker to me, or to be 
fair, it wasn't serving our purposes--it struck me as WAY more data, and differing 
pages, and charts, etc., than we needed. And the added complexity to allow for that 
type of detail was an obstacle to the data's use--again, in the way we were using it. 
And that was...essentially, we just want a place where a publisher could go and get 
quick answers to very basic questions: how many of our articles were downloaded, 
where were users coming from, how did they find us (refer), etc. When publishers 
asked for this information, and I pointed them to these pages, I got the feeling they 
poked around a bit, were unsure what was what, basically overwhelmed, and didn't 
revisit. 
 
Awstats is a lot simpler. I haven't talked with publisher about it to any degree, but it 
seems to answer their questions perfectly well. And it's open source. So it makes a 
lot of sense of us. 
 
18 As I've suggested, I'm not overly familiar with nettracker or awstats. No doubt there's 
something about nettracker that makes it attractive, and that may be what power 
users in the library need. But we just didn't need that for our purposes. 
 
Hope this helps, 
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